
Thank you for purchasing Restoration Hardware Lighting. Our assortment is crafted 
with the highest quality details in mind: cast sockets, full range dimmers, and hand 

applied finishes. Each item’s surface is sealed which eliminates the need for polishing 
and ensures the lasting brilliance of your piece for years to come. 

PARTS ENCLOSED: IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:
*These instructions are provided for your safety. It is very important that they are 
  read completely before beginning the installation of your fixture.
*DIRECT WIRE FIXTURES: WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND INSTALLATION 
  BY A LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
WARNINGS:
Turn off power before replacing the bulb(s), making sure the bulb(s) had suf-
ficient time to cool down. DO NOT subject the fixture to any shock while lit as 
shattering of bulb may result.
DIMMER WARNING:
When using a dimmer device with this fixture, a specific Electronic 
Low Voltage (ELV) dimmer must be used to avoid potential damage 
to the transformer.  WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND INSTALLATION BY A 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
To clean, use a soft cloth only. DO NOT use any chemical or abrasive cleaners.
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(A) GLASS SHADE (X2)
(B) SOCKET COVER
(C) BACKPLATE SCREW (X4)
(D) BACKPLATE
(E) TOP MOUNTING PLATE SCREW 
(F) MOUNTING PLATE
(G) ADAPTER PLATE                        
(H) WIRE NUTS
(I)  BOTTOM MOUNTING PLATE SCREW
 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
   SHUT OFF MAIN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY FROM THE MAIN 

FUSE BOX / CIRCUIT BREAKER.

1. Remove all parts carefully from the box.
2. Carefully remove glass shades (A) by unscrewing from threaded socket cover  
    (B).
3. Remove backplate screws (C) from backplate (D).
4. Carefully position adapter plate (G) behind mounting plate (F) and guide  
    wires from fixture through round hole located at bottom  of adapter plate (G).
5. Make proper electrical connection with wiring exiting bottom hole of adapter  
    plate (G).
6. Connect ground wire (green) from the fixture to the ground wire in outlet box.  
    Connect the black wire of the fixture (or smooth side of the wire) to the black  
    wire in the outlet box using wire nuts (H). Connect the white wire of the  
    fixture (or rough side of the wire) to the white wire in the outlet box using  
    wire nuts (H).
7. Affix mounting plate (F) and adapter plate (G) to “J BOX” by inserting  
    mounting plate screw (I) into slotted hole on bottom of mounting plate (F)  
    and slotted hole on bottom of adapter plate  (G). Thread screw (I) into bottom  
    hole of “J BOX.” 
8. After mounting plate and adapter plate are moved into desired position, insert  
    mounting plate screw (E) into slotted hole in top of mounting plate (F) and  
    slotted hole in top of adapter plate (G) and thread screw (E) into drywall  
    above “JBOX”. Make sure to use threaded plastic sleeve (included) over  
    mounting plate screw (E) when attaching fixture to drywall.
9. Align holes in top and bottom of backplate (D) with screw holes in top and  
    bottom of mounting plate (F).
10. Place backplate (D) over mounting plate (F). Thread backplate screws (C)  
      into backplate (D) to secure fixture to mounting plate (F).
11. Install two (2) (12V) 35W max bi-pin base bulbs into sockets (G4 &  
      GY6.35).
12. Align threaded section of glass shades (A) with threaded openings   
      of socket cover (B). Thread glass shades (A) onto threaded socket cover (B)  
      until hand tight.


